C O- O PE RA TIO N IR EL AN D

Building Capacity and Confidence
in Northern Ireland

co-operation ireland was established with the goal
of building better economic and social linkages
between the people of northern ireland and the
republic of ireland. with support from the ireland
funds, co-operation ireland founded the legasi
(learning,

engagement,

growth

and

succession

intervention) leadership which is now addressing the fragile infrastructure within protestant
unionist loyalist (pul) communities to empower
them to create and build a positive future. here,
ceo peter sheridan, shares the first fruits of that
investment by the ireland funds.
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“samson and goliath” are the iconic harland

&

wolff shipbuilding cranes

at qu een’s island, belfast. once the heart of belfast’s shipbuilding
industry, they remain some of belfast’s most recognizable symbols.
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C O- O PE RA TIO N IR EL AN D

by pe t e r she r ida n , Chief Executive, Co-operation Ireland
as

the

foremost

peace-building

o rg a n iz a t i on i n i re lan d , t h e c h ar ity c o - o p e ra t i on i re lan d h as b e e n
leading the way in improving relatio n s b et w e e n t h e m ai n c at h o l i c
and

protestant

communities

in

nor th er n i r e la nd a nd t h e r e p u b l i c
o f ir el a n d for n e a r ly 4 0 y e ar s .

Its work complements many of the objectives
set by the Northern Ireland Executive in their
Fresh Start Agreement. One of its key elements
highlights the Executive’s aims of supporting
those people who are determined to make the
transition away from paramilitarism. An example
of a Co-operation Ireland project seeking to do
this is the LEGaSI Project.
For the past 18 months, the LEGaSI team
has created a project which aims to increase
and strengthen the capacity of working class
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Protestant, Unionist and Loyalist communities
in Northern Ireland through the provision of
learning and skills development opportunities.
Funded by a $1 million Flagship investment
from The Ireland Funds, the LEGaSI project is
now taking an innovative approach to working
with these working class communities, who are
acknowledged to have a poorer level of social
development than their Catholic neighbors,
resulting in lower levels of political engagement
and social cohesion in these communities.
The ﬁnancial support from The Ireland Funds
has enabled us to develop practical peacebuilding initiatives and this program effectively illustrates this approach. LEGaSI, whilst
still in its infancy has been extremely successful
in building the capacity and conﬁdence of
many Protestant communities as well as being
inﬂuential in building bridges with the Catholic
community.

In collaboration with a wide spectrum of organizations, the LEGaSI team has created a variety
of ‘islands’, that reﬂect the learning needs of the
community. Participants select those islands they
need more knowledge of and with this knowledge
participants can develop a vision for their community and become agents of change in their own
communities.
To date, islands on crowd funding, law
and order, public speaking and the media
have been hugely popular. Participants have
particularly welcomed the fact they have been
able to talk directly to those organizations that
make decisions about their communities. Both
the police and the Parades Commission, which
makes determinations on many controversial
parades in Northern Ireland, have taken part and
were able to discuss the processes they adhere to
when making decisions on sensitive parades.

This is just one of many programs Co-operation
Ireland is involved with. In 2015 Co-operation
Ireland, through the National Citizen Service
project, gave hundreds of young people the
opportunity to engage in voluntary activities,
while our more targeted Youth Leadership
program has up-skilled many young people so
they can become leaders of the future.
On 21 September, 2016, to mark the
International Day of Peace, Co-operation
Ireland will bring up to 5,000 school children
to the Eikon Exhibition Centre situated at the
recently redeveloped H Blocks/Maze prison
site, and allow them to assert their hope for a
peaceful future. During the day, pupils from
hundreds of primary and secondary schools
will present their peace pledges as well as
performing a range of dramatic and musical
pieces, which have been written by the young
people speciﬁcally for the day.

Co-operation Ireland is committed to
peace-building on the island of Ireland and
we will continue to deliver innovative programs which challenge people’s thinking and
attitudes. Support we receive from The Ireland Funds for LEGaSI highlights what can be
achieved with funding that allows for more creativity and input from the people the programs
aim to help.

“I was able to use what I had learned in a
previous island when applying to the Parades
Commission for a parade in our area. I was
able to tell others about the role of the Police
Service of Northern Ireland (PSNI) in regards
to these matters, because a lot of people think
that they (PSNI) have the ﬁnal say and that
damages relationships with them.”
– A LEGaSI participant

thanks to the legasi project, parade commissioners have met with the community
to demystify the process and protocols of the sensitive northern ireland events.
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